Grants & Awards


Grants

Fieldwork Grant
- Personal initiative of a PhD student or postdoc
- 750€ for housing, travels, small material
- Priority to SFE members

‘Involved ecology’ Grant SFE-H&B
- In memory of Robert and Jacques Weber
- Projects at the society / environment interface
- Linking academic and non-academic worlds
- 5000€

Awards

SFE 'Grand Prize'
- Reward the overall work of an ecologist and his/her commitment to ecology
- Annual award: medal + open tribune on the website

‘Research’ Award
- Reward the originality and importance of the work of an ecologist at the start or middle of his/her career
- Annual award: open tribune on the website

‘Young Researcher’ Award
- Reward an original and remarkable doctoral work
- PhD thesis defended less than 3 years ago
- 2 awards per year: 750€ each

Candidates must be recommended by members of the SFE
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